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Apress, 2002. Taschenbuch. Book Condition: Neu. Gebraucht -
Wie neu Unbenutzt. Schnelle Lieferung, Kartonverpackung.
Abzugsfähige Rechnung. Bei Mehrfachbestellung werden die
Versandkosten anteilig erstattet. - Just menus Yes. This book
focuses on a single, vitally important task that confronts
everyone who builds web sites for use by people: how to code
and present menus that are easy to understand and use, that
convey what users need to know about the many paths they
can take to get to the information they want, in a variety of
technologies. Every web site has a menu (trust us-we looked for
a professional site without a menu, and came up empty). Some
sites have two, three, or more menus on the same page. Menus
give users a simple way to deal with the dozens, hundreds,
even thousands of options (or more), ideally sorting those
options into understandable divisions people can choose with
some confidence that they'll end up more or less where they
intended to go. In this book, we'll show you how professional
sites organize content, present options, and use a wide array of
technologies for navigation. Sometimes these approaches
work well and serve as excellent models for your own
navigation systems. 200 pp....
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This written publication is fantastic. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You will not feel
monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning should you ask me).
-- Tevin McClur e-- Tevin McClur e

These sorts of pdf is the greatest publication readily available. It can be rally intriguing throgh looking at time. You can
expect to like how the blogger publish this book.
-- Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II--  Pr of . Er ic K uva lis II
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